HB 2100 Task Force on Homelessness &
Racial Disparities |MEETING SUMMARY
Meeting date | time January 10, 2022 | 8:00-10:02am | Meeting location Virtual
Facilitator

Sophia Tzeng

Note Taker +
Timekeeper

Mary Frances Kenion

Task Force Members in Attendance: Alan Evans,
Andrea Ball, Ariel Nelson, Sami Jo Difuntorum,
Lizzy Atwood Wills, Jennifer Parrish Taylor, Paula
Hall, Marisa Espinoza, Vanessa Timmons, Sen. Dick
Anderson, Rep. Wlnsvey Campos, Sen. Kayse Jama,
Jimmy Jones, Katrina Holland
Additional attendees included members of the public.

AGENDA TOPICS
Agenda topic: Human Centering + Introductions/Icebreaker|
Task Force members kicked off the meeting by sharing “where they are” and “where they want to be”.
The range of responses from Task Force members included:

Agenda topic: Task Force Goals + Outputs |
The Facilitator shared the session goals and outputs. Goals included:
▪
▪
▪

Aligning on Task Force process
Generating feedback to finalize findings
Clarifying and voting on recommendations

Desired kickoff meeting outputs included:

▪
▪
▪

Session capture
Final Report
Executive Summary, findings and recommendations

Agenda topic: Task Force Workplan + Final Week |
The Facilitator reviewed the Task Force workplan and final week (see below).

It was noted that the goal to best comply with Oregon Public Meetings Law would be to vote on
recommendations.

The Facilitator revisited Task Force Collaboration commitments and encouraged Task Force members to
make additions:
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Agenda topic: Findings|
A range of findings on behalf of the Discovery Team were presented to the Task Force and included:
STAKEHOLDER SURVEY FINDINGS
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ECOSYSTEM POWER MAP
During the review of the ecosystem power map, a Task Force member noted that the original text was not
a fair statement because Task Force members were not ablet to fully weigh in on the power map. It was
further noted that smaller groups didn’t have an opportunity to have conversations with other groups in
order to understand opinions/statements with overall flaws because of timing.
The facilitation team made live edits to language to strick “Task Force members” and reframe to
“discovery team interactions with Task Force members.”
Another Task Force member noted that the power map may not feel aligned with their lived experience
and realties and folks who may have been categorized as holding more power may not recognize this but
it is important to look at this collaboratively. Full discussion available on recording.
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INTERVIEW FINDINGS
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RESEARCH & DATA
Data sources to inform research and data findings included:
●

Homelessness service system performance data and demographic data were analyzed at the state
and Continuum of Care levels.

●

Sources of data include publicly available data from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development’s Point-in-Time Count, Stella P data in HDX 2.0 (limited to read-only access) and
estimates from the Census Bureau’s American Community Survey.

●

Other national and Oregon-specific publicly available data as cited in the draft report

INTERSECTIONAL DATA FINDINGS
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POINT IN TIME DATA FINDINGS

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE MEASURE DATA FINDINGS
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Agenda topic: Problem Statement|
The Facilitator shared a synthesized problem statement generated from 17 Task Force member-generated
problem statements into one. Task Force members were asked to “test” the voting process.

The Task Force did not reach majority vote on the Problem Statement but was able to offer suggestions
for refinement.
Agenda topic: Recommended Approaches from Lessons Learned Nationally|
The Discovery Team presented a set of recommended approaches from lessons learned nationally (listed
below):
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Agenda topic: Task Force Principles, Solutions Framework, & Recommendations|
The Facilitator walked through principles and solutions framework (from Task Force-generated input as
synthesized by the Discovery Team) and Task Force-generated recommendations for a vote. Please
reference the available PDF slide deck for full record of votes (which are not included in this summary to
do the depth and breadth of votes and comments - slides 32-44).
The Facilitator reviewed the final week countdown (see below) and asked Task Force members to vote on
an additional meeting on Wednesday, 1/12/22 from 2-3:30pm to review and vote on additional
recommendations (passed by majority). It was reaffirmed that Task Force members need to vote during
public meetings according to Oregon Public Meetings Law.

Task Force members were provided an opportunity to breakout into groups (while staying in the main
virtual room) to talk through unclear recommendations in need of refinement. With limited time left in
the meeting, Task Force members were asked to complete post-work to make additional refinements and
submit by Tuesday, 1/11/22 by 10am PT so the discovery team could recirculate along with the draft
report (version 2) containing the draft executive summary.
Agenda topic: Next Steps & Closing |
Next steps that Task Force members could anticipate included:
•
•

Postwork
TF members who are available to attend meeting on 1/12/22

The Task Force meeting was concluded at 10:02 a.m.
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